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It's 2012.  Are you equipped for survival? 
In visual guidebook, survival specialist builds a bag that will save your life 

 
INDIANAPOLIS – Should a Hurricane Katrina or another 9/11 arrive at 
your doorstep, what would you grab as you fled the scene?   
 
Most individuals don't think about these scenarios, because they just seem 
so unrealistic.  And while many of us toss off 2012 fears as doomsday hype, 
plenty privately wonder: What would I do in the face of disaster? 
 
Whether it's the apocalypse, a terrorist attack, or even just a nasty tornado, 
survival specialist Creek Stewart says that disaster preparation is one of the 
most immediate items to check off our list right now.  Since the line between 
order and chaos is very thin, a 72-hour survival kit can ensure you come out 
on the right side.   
 
In Build the Perfect Bug-Out Bag: Your 72-Hour Disaster Survival Kit 
(Betterway Home, May 2012), Stewart walks readers through every step of 
survival preparation.  From water to food, first aid to pet survival, instructions 
and photographs show you how to create a portable bag that can save your 
life.  
 

"The reality is that sudden and uncontrollable events of nature and man do happen," says Stewart.  "Natural 
disasters such as hurricanes, storms, earthquakes, floods and volcanic explosions can strike fast and hard, as 
can illness outbreak or manmade disasters, like bursting pipelines.  In our unstable and unpredictable world 
economy, we would also be foolish to think there is no chance of a terrorist or military attack from forces 
domestic or foreign." 
 
Stewart was contracted to write this book after his article on the popular blog – The Art of Manliness – generated 
more than six thousand Facebook shares and hundreds of enthusiastic comments.  In this manual, his expertise 
speaks to three different skill levels: the expert outdoorsman, those of average survival skills and knowledge, 
and even those who have very little confidence in their outdoor survival skills.  Each will walk away from this 
book knowing exactly how to prepare themselves and their families for a crisis, with the tools and knowledge 
they need to make it on their own. 
 

CREEK STEWART is the owner of Willow Haven Outdoor, a wilderness and urban survival training school in 
Anderson, Indiana, where he is the lead instructor.  He has consulted with individuals, corporations, non-profits 
and government agencies across the U.S. An Eagle Scout, Stewart has taught survival classes and Bug Out 
Bag training clinics for over 15 years.  Learn more at willowhavenoutdoor.com. 
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